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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CALCULATED CASE HARDENING

An example of the results of the PEO simulation is presented in Figures 3a - 3d. Figure 3c presents

the displacements of points in the middle of the surfaces and just beneath and over the centreline (slicing

line, Fig. 1). In the drying and conditioning phase the displacements are due to cupping of the cross-

section as one piece. After slicing, the upper and lower parts of the specimen cup in opposite directions

when the moisture is equalised. The calculation indicates that the moisture content gradient disappears

in one week when conditioning in a plastic bag. The calculated time needed for moisture equalization of

the test specimen inside a plastic bag may be inaccurate and has not been verified by tests.

Figure 3. Various calculated variables as function of time [h] (horizontal axis).

Vertical axis:  (a) Average moisture content [-]; (b) moisture content on the surfaces and inside the

board [-]; (c) vertical displacements of the points A-D [m] , (see Fig. 1) and (d) case hardening

opening in the drying phase and after slicing the test specimen [m]. Drying schedule as in Table 1,

18fast60equal.

Effect of drying schedule

The results of the PEO simulations are presented in Table 4. In order to study whether the case

hardening gap can be predicted simply by moisture gradient alone, simulated case hardening gap values

are compared with the calculated values of the cupping caused only by equalisation of the moisture

distribution at the moment of splitting (i.e. freezing creep and elastic deformations to be permanent at

the moment of splitting).


